
Distributor Name: __________________________

Address:  __________________________

City, Postal Code: __________________________

Customer Name: __________________________

Address:  __________________________

City, Postal Code: __________________________

This agreement is between:

Phoenix Contact Pty Ltd.
Unit 7, 2-8 South Street
Rydalmere 2116 NSW

Phoenix Contact is pleased to announce a special offer on Crimping tools for 
customers using Push-In technology products. Products can be from our PT 
terminal block range, RIFLINE relay family, and PTCB circuit breaker range.

See 4 possible offers to choose from on the reverse side!

Offer conditions:

• Limited to 1 per customer
• Copy of customer PO is to be provided with the attached completed form
• Final delivery of the orders must take place before 1st of December 2019

www.phoenixcontact.com.au

“Phoenix Contact Sales Rep”   (Print Name):    _____________________

“Phoenix Contact Sales Rep”   (Sign):               _____________________

“Distributor” (Print Name): __________________________

“Distributor” (Sign):  __________________________

Date: _______________

Date: _______________

PUSH-IN TECHNOLOGY PROMOTION



www.phoenixcontact.com.au

PUSH-IN OFFERS

OPTION 1
Minimum order of $300 is placed for PT (Push-In Terminal) Blocks and either RIFLINE relays or PTCB circuit 
breakers. Any combination of sizes/part numbers qualify. One time order, one time release.
Upon receipt of order a free CRIMPFOX 10 DUO tool, valued at $200.00 will be given at NO CHARGE.

OPTION 2
Minimum order of $1,500 is placed for PT (Push-In Terminal) Blocks and either RIFLINE relays or PTCB circuit 
breakers. Any combination of sizes/part numbers qualify. One time order, one time release.
Upon receipt of order a free CRIMPFOX 4in1, valued at $385.00 will be given at NO CHARGE.

OPTION 3
Minimum order of $2,500 is placed for PT (Push-In Terminal) Blocks and either RIFLINE relays or PTCB circuit 
breakers. Any combination of sizes/part numbers qualify. One time order, with upto 2 releases.
Upon receipt of order a CRIMPFOX DUO SET, valued at $460.00 will be at NO CHARGE.

OPTION 4
Minimum order of $8,000 is placed for PT (Push-In Terminal) Blocks and either RIFLINE relays or PTCB circuit 
breakers. Any combination of sizes/part numbers qualify. One time order, with upto 3 releases.
Upon receipt of order a CF 3,000-2,5, valued at $14,000.00 will be specially priced at $5,500.00.

Disclaimer: Feed through terminals, Component terminals, Ground terminals & Fuse blocks qualify for the order. 
Accessories such as jumpers, markers, test plugs do not go towards the required amount for the order.
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